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Accomplishments from the past quarter
I am pleased to report that I was able to meet with the Puget Sound CSO office administrator and
train on the new Hybrid equipment. I also attended all of the pre-assemblies, a virtual assembly
in Montana, the virtual West Central AA Forum, virtual NAATW, and I registered for the 58th
IWC (Virtual). I have continued to participate with the South Sound Seven monthly meeting and
monthly concept study. GSR’s  were encouraged to attend the GSR Universities and to also
attend a pre-assembly so that they could have a better understanding of the motions and lead
their homegroups in discussion and develop their group conscience helping them to know which
way to vote. GSR’s have also been encouraged to attend the GSR panel at assembly and to
participate in GSR sharing.
Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with
Unfortunately our District picnic had to be cancelled out of an abundance of precaution. We were
able to receive a refund from the Metro Park System so our picnic seed money is still in place for
next year.
Our District has had a number of vacant liaison positions so our Alt DCM, Patty M., and myself
have been attending the committees to enable us to report back at our District meetings. We have
been fortunate to fulfill our TSSC liaison position. Welcome April B! So pleased that you  joined
our team!
Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter
District 45 will be holding our first hybrid meeting on Oct 21st! The F2F portion will be held at the PSCSO
and we will be following their covid guidelines.  We still have a couple more open positions and are
trying to get the word out. Who knows, maybe becoming hybrid will help.
Alt DCM, Patty M, has formed a planning committee for our Virtual Gratitude Celebration to  be held on
Nov. 21st. She has a speaker lined up and is planning a couple of games with. Last years first virtual
celebration went very well and we are hoping for a great turn-out.


